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Abstract
This study aims to analyze and describe meanings on the symbols in the logo of  martial arts school of  Setia Hati 
Terate (here on called PSHT) and its representation towards the ideological values of  Pancasila. The study is 
based on the Ethnosemiotical approach, an analysis method on cultural texts that relates the reading of  symbol 
or picture of  the PSHT logo with its meaning representation. The results conclude that the logo of  PSHT imply a 
concordance between the philosophy and ideology of  organization and the values of  Pancasila treasured through 
Peircean semiotic perspectives. Almost all the entities in the logo of  PSHT can be  interpreted according to 
semiotical representamen and can be connected tothe confirming of   the ideological state of  Pancasila.  In the 
symbol of  bud, half-bloom, and bloom lotus which refers to the philosophical meaning of  ‘having stability and 
confidence in social skills, not feeling awkward and inferior in association’ it is  difficult to find the connotative 
and denotative meaning thus requires further clarification from the public who are involved in the organizations 
of  PSHT. Identification of  such symbols indicating the active- instillation on the values of  Pancasila, among 
which are: uniting , maintaining and strengthening the unity of  the nation, encouraging spirit of  the nation in 
undertaking the national development and solving the arising problems in the life of  the nation. 
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INTRODUCTION
Having been positioned as a type of fighting 
technique which traditionally develops and 
becomes a pride for the people of Southe-
ast Asia, Pencak Silat comes into existence 
as a local product of martial arts combining 
other combating arts of various forms and 
modifications (Alexander et al, 1972, p. 15). 
In Indonesia, there are officially about 820 
schools of Pencak Silat (Wilson 2002; Ediyo-
no 2005). In its early time, silat was initially 
a means of corroborating interactions bet-
ween local communities’ relationship with 
the kingdom and enhancing the capabilities 
of the state to prevent foreign interference 
and occupation. Later in the Dutch colonial 
era, martial arts cannot thrive because of 
the prohibition of practicing the local mar-
tial arts by the colonial government, while 
in the Japanese colonial period; martial arts 
were on its progressed. This occurs because 
the Japanese colonial colonialist gave people 
the freedom to train and practice the mar-
tial arts. Even by the Japanese government, 
there were often held games which gathered 
some masters of silat against the Japanese 
warriors (Aj 2010, p. 13; Ediyono 2012, p. 20). 
The symbol of Persaudaraan Setia 
Hati Terate (PSHT) ‘has a deep meaning to 
the Javanese people supporting Pencak Silat 
martial arts. Persaudaraan (Brotherhood) 
in martial arts is understood as a bound of 
relationship which underlies unconditional 
priority of mutual trusting, needing, appre-
ciating and forgiving in nature. Setia (faith-
ful) implies meaning of unable to be separa-
ted, no matter how the circumstances was, 
the relationship is built upon love and deep 
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affection. Setia Hati (faithful heart) means 
a single entity united in the human’s heart 
and mind that are oriented to God. Terate 
(lotus) is a type of beautiful and majestic 
flower and could survive anywhere. Philo-
sophical meaning of Terate flower refers to 
the characters of the Setia Hati martial arts 
performers who should and are able to adapt 
or live a dignified life at all levels of society 
(Ediyono 2015, p. 484). 
Values  in human conscience stands as 
a basic principle of morality which essenti-
ally becomes the standard of beauty and ef-
ficiency or integrity of conscience (potenti-
ality). The initial steps of the value, just like 
the human’s idea, is the basic potentiality 
of human beings. Value does not appear in 
the world of experience. But the real value 
is in the human soul. The values  manife-
sted in the ideology of Pancasila become a 
barometer of the Indonesian’s  lives, formed 
by Indonesia’s first president of Sukarno as 
a pillar of the national independence. The 
core ideology of Pancasila values  is summa-
rized in the socio-religious nation of Indo-
nesia that includes a belief in the Almighty 
God, attention to the aspects of humanism, 
national unity, democracy and social justi-
ce (Philips 2005, p. 38). Basically Pancasila 
is an integrated ideal in which each part of 
them constitutes functions and duties. All 
the precepts in the Pancasila cover each fun-
ction, meaning and duties as well as specific 
purposes. Philosophy of Pancasila as world-
views of the Indonesian is an objective rea-
lity that lives and thrives in society (Philips 
2005, p. 48). Pancasila instructs the nation 
to achieve prosperity to all of the Indonesian 
regardless of different ethnic backgrounds 
or race. All the law or rules in the life of the 
nation rely on the Pancasila. This fact makes 
the Pancasila always be enacted in the con-
stitutional life.
Few studies have been done on the 
martial arts organizational members and 
schools in cultural semiotic analysis. Mu-
zakky et al. (2015) examined the psycholo-
gical dynamics comparison of group schools 
of Pencak Silat. Muzakky’s study focuses on 
determining the level of aggression, pride 
and collective tolerance in three streams of 
Pencak Silat (Pagarnusa, Setia Hati Terate 
and Kera Sakti). The results showed that the 
Kera sakti martial arts group has a higher 
tolerance and aggression level, and lower 
personal pride. Suwaryo (2008) examined 
the role of martial arts organization in mini-
mizing crime, a case study in Banjarnegara. 
This study focuses on the study of normative 
law with juridical method. The results sho-
wed that the role of martial arts organizati-
on in Banjarnegara district, Central Java as a 
non-penal means in minimizing crime can-
not be done optimally, crime prevention ef-
forts are still based on the law enforcement 
officers. Wilson (2002) examines the politi-
cal power in the ‘inner power’ in the practice 
of martial arts in West Java. The results sho-
wed that the ongoing shift in socio-cultural 
condition influences society on the theory, 
practice and martial arts organizations in 
West Java. Meanwhile studies on cultural 
semiotic analysis have also been done by Ba-
ehaqie (2014) that studied the meanings of 
various colors of jenang mancawarna  in of-
ferings celebrationof Javanese people using 
ethnolinguistic approach, His study revea-
led that the four colors of jenang have se-
miotic meanings connected to the concept 
of  papat lima pancer ‘four directions; east, 
west, north and south’. Yanuartuti (2015) se-
miotically studied Wayang Topeng shows in 
Jombang. Her study concluded that Wayang 
Topeng indeed functions as a vow of ritual, 
a giver inner experience, a breadwinner, en-
tertainment to form social solidarity. 
Departing from previous studies, the 
need for studying symbols of the martial 
arts to determine the philosophical mea-
nings of the schools or streams, their mo-
tivations and purposes introduced into the 
practitioners part of it becomes the ideology 
of the school towards the local community. 
Reviews of the philosophical meanings of 
the martial arts school’s logo could imply re-
sult that the stream was consistent with the 
ideological values of the Indonesian State of 
Pancasila, it is quite important for the en-
hancement of the national characters in the 
present and future.      
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RESEaRCH METHODS
This research applied ethnometodolo-
gy paradigmn, especially the ethnography 
(Spradley 1997) and Peircean semiotic ana-
lyses (Noth 1995). The ethnosemiotic appro-
ach was applied to study the symbols and 
characterize the logo of PSHT martial arts 
group. Research data collection techniques 
applied was participant observation, in-
depth interview with two key-informants 
(Nalapraya, chief of PSI, the Indonesian Si-
lat Association and Tarmadji, chief of PSHT 
organization), documents and other litera-
ture studies. To be able to get subsequent 
information from informants, this study 
applied purposive sampling model of snow-
ball sampling (Sutopo 2006). Qualitative 
data analysis employed in this study is un-
der the ethnoscience methodology especial-
ly the taxonomic analysis, domain analysis 
and componential analysis to find themes of 
culture. The results are presented in a nar-
rative text in the form of interactive analysis 
undergoing the cycle process (Sutopo 2006).
Semiotics consists of a set of theories 
to dissect reality of how the signs represent 
objects, ideas, circumstances, situations, 
feelings and conditions outside the sign it-
self. (Littlejohn 2009, p. 53). Semiotic aims 
to determine the meanings contained in 
a sign or interpret such meanings so that 
becomes visible to the readers, or how the 
communicators construct the messages. In 
the application, semiotics does not only re-
fer to the signs in everyday conversation, but 
also everything that refers to other forms 
such as words, images, sounds, gestures, 
and objects. Sobur (2004, p. 13) explains the 
differences in language and signs; which ac-
cordingly, language is a sign system which is 
most fundamental to humans, whereas non-
verbal signs such as gestures, forms of dress, 
as well as various social practices of other 
conventional can be viewed as a kind of 
language which is composed of meaningful 
signs communicated by relations. de Saussu-
re called this semiotics concept as semiology 
which is a study on the roles of  signs as part 
of the social life. For Peirce (1931) ‘Semiotics 
was formal doctrine of signs which was clo-
sely related to logic’. Sign according to Peirce 
is ‘something which stands to somebody for 
something in some respect or capacity’. He 
also said that every thought is a sign (Noth, 
1995). 
According to Peirce, a sign becomes 
the explanatory representation on somet-
hing ‘the perceivable part of the sign a rep-
resentament (literally’ something that does 
the representing ‘and ‘the concept that it 
encodes the object (literally’ something 
cast outside for observation’. He termed the 
meaning that someone gets from signing 
the interpretant. This formula implies that 
the meaning of a sign can be applied indi-
vidually, socially or specifically depends on 
specific context. Representament serves as 
a marker. The object is something repre-
sented by representament which relates the 
reference. The object can be a mental rep-
resentation (in mind), it can also be somet-
hing outside the real sign. Interpretant is 
the meaning of the sign. Sign itself cannot 
reveal anything but to show the reality. The 
task of the interpreters is to give meaning 
based on experiences of the marker (Noth 
1995, p. 42-43). 
Peirce’s famous concept of triadic (the 
triangle analysis) in in his Semiotics con-
sists of three elements, namely the sign, 
qualisign and sinsign. 
❄	Qualisign, the word quali literally was 
taken from the word quality (quality, 
nature), which is a sign as signed by 
its nature. For example, the nature of 
striking red color is used in the ma-
king of stopping sign on the traffic 
light.
❄	 Sinsign, the word sin comes from the 
word singular (singular), which is a 
sign is based on events, shape, or dis-
tinctive and original form. For examp-
le, we may know someone from his or 
her distinctive voice. Monas a mo-
nument building in Jakarta may also 
contain sinsign because its shape and 
appearance is unique and distinctive 
from others. 
❄	 Legisign, the word legi is derived from 
the word lex (the law), which is a sign 
that beco
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❄	mes sign because it has pattern as a 
principle or rule. This type of signs 
can be exemplified by the structure of 
grammar.
Pencak Silat studies have been resear-
ched by some researchers across countries. 
In essence, there is no a truly single 
sign for all is a combination of the encoded 
elements. Therefore, in terms of everything, 
this basically can refer to so a called symbo-
lic signs.
DISCUSSION 
The Ethnosemiotic approach includes a cul-
turally search to the messages on the signs 
in the forms of images and texts which 
construct philosophical meanings of Se-
tia Hati martial arts school’s logo. The fol-
lowing descriptions provide a brief study 
about the school, flow, historical and the 
ideological values of PSHT organisation. 
The descriptions of PSHT organization 
along with the historical establishment is 
the cultural attributes operated to help the 
interpretations on the underlying philoso-
phical meanings of the logo’s organization. 
As an ethnosemiologist, the writer analyzes 
the systems of signifiers which are indivi-
duated in specific cultural contexts through 
the observation and the application of the 
ethnographic methods (Wikipedia 2016). 
Ethnosemiotics is a text analysis method 
which connects readability of the text, form 
of images to explore philosophical meaning 
from the public readers. The study on such 
images requires an intense understanding 
of PSHT organizational symbols of religion 
(Islam) and Javanism (Kejawen) so that it 
will gain the ethnosemiotical senses of pro-
minent fighters.
Pencak Silat, Pendekar and Aliran 
Pencak Silat is a compound term consisting 
of two words used to refer to a kind of tra-
ditional martial art. The phrase “pencak si-
lat” is derived from the word ‘penca’ (West 
Java) and ‘Mancak’ (Madura and Bali) which 
is commonly used in Java, Madura and Bali, 
while the term ‘silat’ or ‘Silek’ were used by 
the people of Sumatra (Alexander et al 1972, 
p. 15). Ambition to bring together all these 
different cultural expressions into the more 
general use of terminology was initiated in 
1948 by forming the Indonesian Pencak Silat 
Association (Ikatan Pencak Silat Indonesia, 
IPSI). Then shortly after that, the represen-
tatives of each school of silat formally ap-
proved the use of the term ‘pencak silat’ as 
a legal term in Indonesia, although the ori-
ginal terms may still widely used at the local 
level (Maryono 2009, p. 2; Saiful Aziz 2011; 
Wilson 2002, p. 294).
People who have certain skills to de-
fend themselves and have undergone the 
ritual activities to acquire a degree of parti-
cular religiosity were honored in their com-
munities as leaders, often called ‘master or 
a competent’, in Malay word this is so called 
‘pandai’. The term ‘pandai’ in the actual use 
of Malay means an expert (of any field).  In 
martial arts, the term pandai refers specifi-
cally to the people who are able to control 
some supernatural powers. Then the word 
pendekar ‘warrior’ used to refer to an ex-
pert of silat is likely derived from the root 
word pandai ‘intelligent’. According to Ma-
lay people, the word pendekar is often asso-
ciated with the term ‘intelligent root’(skillful 
in using intelligence). Similarly, a pendekar 
has to do with a great rank and leader in 
community, the characteristics of pendekar 
as many acknowledged by the community 
are among those who posses physical im-
mune or invulnerable. 
Along with the development, martial 
arts practitioners known as warga ‘citizens’ 
have developed various styles of martial arts 
to what they called as aliran ‘stream’. This 
term has similar meaning to style. The un-
derstanding of aliran in the perspective of 
martial arts is a set of techniques and met-
hods of resistance that are passed from gene-
ration to generation and is managed by the 
leader of sect (Wilson 2002, p. 292). In the 
world of martial arts, aliran is not ideology 
or school of thought, and only relates to ha-
ving different physical practices. Pencak si-
lat whatever stream it has remains inspired 
and motivated by the philosophy of noble 
mind and covers aspects of mental-spiritual 
as an instrument of self-control. 
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Pencak Silat Setia Hati Terate (PSHT)
PSHT (preceded by the establishment of 
Sedulur Tunggal Kecer) was founded by Ki 
Ngabei Soero Diwiryo of Madiun in 1903 in 
the village of Tambak Gringsing Surabaya. 
In the early time of the establishment, Ki 
Ngabei did not name his school Setia Hati, 
but Joyo Gendilo Cipto Mulyo School. This 
school initially consisted of 8 students, pre-
ceded by two brothers namely Noto or Gu-
nadi (younger brother of KI Ngabei) and 
kenevel of Netherlands (Imron 2003, p. 1). 
According to local information, Ki Ngabei 
Soero Diwiryo had 2 favorite students and 
shortly after the death of him, there was a 
conflict of Setia Hati ideology between the 
two students who were led to the outbreak 
of the school into two divisions, namely Se-
tia Hati Winongo which remains centered 
in the village of Winongo and Setia Hati Te-
rate in the Village of Pilangbangau, Madiun 
(personal communication Nalapraya, De-
cember 13, 2012; Imron  2003, p. 8). 
The ideology of Pencak Silat Setia Hati 
Terate (PSHT)
Based on the organizational source docu-
ment of PSHT, there literally said that Ki 
Ngabei Soero Diwiryo was a descendant of 
Bethoro Katongdi Ponorogo, son of King 
Brawijaya in Majapahit. The Setia Hati itself 
is an acronym for Java poem that contains a 
philosophy of life and the Javanism1 (Keja-
wen). The acronym as follows;
S Setyo Budyo, Sinupeket singset 
E 
T Tiniti aliring Tinati 
I 
a Hanggayuh Pandeme Ngawiryo 
H Hamarsudi Handaraning Wiwoho 
a 
T Tinulato Ing Reh Mengestuti
I 
In the Indonesian sense, the poem 
means ‘the good behavior or personality is 
a major thing that should always be adhered 
to and accompanied the life steps to reach 
primacy in order to create a peaceful world. 
This philosophy would then become the 
core teachings of Setia Hati.
Noble Values of  Pancasila in Pencak 
Silat 
In general, individuals who belong to a mar-
tial arts school will be formed into the lo-
yal communities to the state. As a means of 
exercise, martial takes a role as an instru-
ment connecting practitioners with tradi-
tional practices in the community. In ad-
dition, the martial arts definition includes 
four aspects, namely sports, martial arts and 
spiritual soul. (Wilson 2002, p. 259).  Thus, 
any practitioner of martial arts is required to 
undergo a consistent practice. Both the ide-
ological values of Pancasila  and philosophy 
of noble character in the martial arts are a 
single entity whose essence is ‘Prasetya Pe-
silat Indonesia’. ‘Prasetya Pesilat Indonesia’ 
is the essence of noble values of Indonesian 
pencak silat which is realized in the form of 
pledges. The prasetya ‘vow’ place the Indo-
nesian people of martial arts both as a citi-
zen and fighter of ideal knight whose duties 
are to carry a number of obligations (Ediyo-
no 2012, p. 71).
Noble Values of Pancasila Summarized 
in the Logo of PSHT 
Before delving deeper into the philosophy of 
pencak silat school of Setia Hati, the resear-
cher would like to impose limits on Peircean 
opinion. In this study, if we look at an object 
which is directed toward goal, our attention 
will be focused on the logo of PSHT. Logo 
as a visual communication media describes 
the identity of an institution. It contains the 
spirit at the same time describing the spirit 
of the vision and mission of the institution. 
Obviously a logo must appear strong in a 
variety of media. The Strength of logo can 
be built through consistency which is con-
sciously constructed in a variety of events. 
Murphy and Rowe, (1998, p. 7) argue that 
every product or a successful organization 
has its own personality and complex human 
personality, the personality of the martial 
arts organization share the same perspecti-
ve. 
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Figure 1. The Martial Arts School Logo of 
Persaudaraan Setia Hati Terate by Priyo, Yo-
gyakarta (Source: Personal Documentation)
1. The Belief in the almighty God. 
The first principle asserts that every 
citizen should recognize the existen-
ce of God,imilarly, the practitioners of 
martial arts Setia Hati. Deity teachings 
of officially recognized religions in In-
donesia are discussed implicitly on 
the logo of PSHT through heart-rays. 
Heart-rays symbolizes the purity and 
greatness of a soul. When the heart 
becomes sacred, the soul remains 
tranquil. The concept of Almighty 
God manifested in PSHT logo can 
be understood from the philosophy 
emission of the heart purity which 
is a form of piety and devotion to the 
Almighty God, Allah. The steady con-
viction accompanied by good deeds 
to the self and others will emit light. 
The glow hearts can be seen through 
a face, a person who has received the 
guidance of Allah as though his/her 
face took emit light (personal com-
munication, Tarmadji, December 6, 
2012).
2. Being Just and Civilized Humani-
ty. The second principle reflects their 
human rights as symbolized by the 
red and white perpendicular lines. 
This symbol describes that a citizen or 
PSHT practitioners must stand firm-
ly on the truth and justice. Justice is 
based on a principle that dauntless 
because of right and fear because of 
wrong. Practitioners of Setia Hati 
martial arts group are always fair and 
impartial to the right even if the truth 
is in the other people.  
3. The unity of Indonesia. The value 
of Indonesian nationalism in the logo 
of PSHT on this principle is reflected 
in the philosophical meaning of the 
word ‘fraternity or brotherhood’ sym-
bolizes the unity and integrity as a 
united nation. The word ‘brother-
hood’ indicates that this organization 
is based on brotherhood and compas-
sion towards their fellow creatures, 
especially humans. This brotherhood 
will be realized when people are loyal 
to each individual conscience and not 
discriminating people on their levels 
of intelligence and classes. The rep-
resented meanings of PSHT symbols 
is centered on the essence of brother-
hood. 
4. Citizenships who live according 
to the wisdom of deliberation and 
representation (spirit of democra-
cy).  This principle confirms that the 
Indonesian nation will continue to 
maintain and develop the spirit of de-
liberation to reach a consensus based 
representation. The logo of PSHT 
which represents this principle is on 
the image of heart picture bounded 
with the white and red rectangular 
line. 
a) The symbol of heart with white-
red bordered line indicates the 
philosophical meaning of pure 
love is restricted by the earnest 
inner consideration. This symbol 
encapsulates the concept of 
deliberate democracy and anger 
management in socializing with 
others. The red line means a 
limiting love  because a love has no 
limits it will turn to be disastrous. 
The courage of a warrior is 
always based on the sanctity 
and truth of his/her religion. 
Being brave or courage does not 
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mean expecting the arrival of 
danger and disaster. The danger 
is not to be sought, but should 
be avoided instead. A courageous 
without understanding  will 
result brutality. Conceptually, 
a really brave people are those 
who love the life and consider 
it a blessing, if it once lost, it 
will not be recovered (personal 
communication, Nalapraya, 
December 13, 2012). 
b) The symbol of four rectangles 
represents the Mecca describing 
the authoritative managements 
on the five directions, of east, 
north, south, west, and five 
human personalities, the essence 
of authoritative management 
of human lusts and desires. In 
running their lives, men will 
face four lusts. Amarah ‘anger’ 
is the leader of the other lusts. 
If one’s desires are not fulfilled 
then the amarah lust is likely to 
encourage people to do things 
in destructive forms, such as 
fighting, burning, destroying, 
and killing. Lawwamah is a lust 
oriented towards corporeal 
or biological, such as eating, 
drinking, and sexual relations. 
The resulting characteristics 
are greedy, envious, spiteful, 
and wasteful. Sufiah is a lust 
oriented towards the needs of 
spirituality (immaterial), such as 
love, pride, beauty, and romance. 
The resulting characteristics 
are overbearing, arrogant, 
lying, and envy. Mutmainah 
is a lust encouraging a person 
to be devotional and piety to 
God, enjoying good, virtue, and 
noble character. The resulting 
characteristics are honest, 
fair, and forgiving (personal 
communication, Tarmadji, 2012). 
The fourth principle 
of Pancasila reflects the 
government’s focus on a guiding 
democracy.  PSHT is one of the 
martial arts school incorporated 
in the Indonesian Pencak Silat 
Association (IPSI). Significantly, 
the presence of PSHT formal 
role is also a form of government 
interference primarily in guiding 
to the local martial arts school 
organizations. Thus, PSHT was 
given its right and obligations 
in the Indonesia Republic 
constitution as cited on the 
Chapter 11, No. 3, 2005 regarding 
the system of national sports as 
follows: 
(1) The Government and local 
authorities have the right 
and steer, guide, assist 
and supervise the sports 
in accordance with the 
constitutional laws and 
regulations. 
(2) The government and local 
government are obliged to 
provide care and services as 
well as ensuring the sports 
activities for every citizen 
without discrimination.
5. Social Justice to all of Indonesian 
people. This preception affirms the 
principle of justice and prosperity. 
Justice is in terms of life, both materi-
ally and spiritually. A reflection of the 
values  of justice and prosperity can be 
seen from the use of the white lines 
perpendicular and  buds, half bloom 
and blossom lotus symbols.
a) The perpendicular white lines 
symbolize that practitioners or 
citizens of PSHT must stand 
firmly on the truth and justice, 
act dispassionately and stand on 
the right side even if it the true 
was someone else. 
b) Buds, half-bloom and bloom 
lotus. These images symbolize 
the stability and confidence 
consequently the practitioners 
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would never feel awkward and 
discriminated in socializing 
to anyone. The true pendekar/
pesilat ‘warrior’ will never feel 
higher even lower than anyone 
confronting him. This character 
describe the prohibition of 
practitioners to live their live 
neither to be arrogant nor to let 
himself feeling humiliated. If by 
chance these practitioners were 
bestowed by God with blessing, 
it will be generously given to 
the need and when they are in 
weakness or deficiencies they will 
never hide and let them being 
corrected by others. Deficiencies 
or weaknesses in essence is a 
disease that would easily be 
treated and cured if the disease 
has successfully been diagnosed. 
Moreover, it also symbolizes 
levels of human life. There are 
those who live under poor, middle 
or moderate conditions and there 
are those who live life fanciness. 
These three levels of economic 
situations are different in nature. 
However, whatever situations 
someone may live with, all of 
them should share honors in 
the existing layers of society, a 
reminder to oneself that everyone 
is the same before the Almighty 
God and also as equal creatures 
in PSHT.
   If we wish to make each princip-
le into a typological, then representament 
points which encapsulates the values  of in 
the PSHT philosophy will be consistent with 
the ideological values of Pancasila: 
1. The Ethical Value (aspects of men-
tal and spiritual) covers the devotio-
nal attitude and characteristic to the 
Almighty God and noble character, 
patriotism, strong sense of fraternity 
and responsibility, such as forgiveness 
and solidarity through upholding the 
truth, honesty, and fairness. 
2. The Technical Value (the martial as-
pects) covers the nature and attitudes 
of both mental and physical alertness 
of fortified and responsive chivalry 
and always apply their martial arts 
skills in the right way, avoiding one-
self from being arrogant and having 
animosity. 
3. The Aesthetic Value (artistic aspects) 
covers the attitude and nature of lo-
ving the national culture. This va-
lue lays on a principle of martial arts 
oriented toward a cultural nation of 
worth and sublime perceived, to st-
rengthen the national identity, st-
rengthen self-esteem and national 
pride as well as the spirit of unity. 
4. The Athletic Value (sports aspects) 
covers the attitude and character 
which ensures the physical and spi-
ritual health, and achievement in the 
area of sports. This means that the 
awareness and obligation to practice 
and implement the martial arts out of 
life as a sport lays on a principle that 
regards it as a part of everyday life ac-
tivities, such as to gain more achieve-
ment. Facing a match must uphold 
sportsmanship. In this sense, both the 
noble values  of Pancasila and mar-
tial arts are the unifying principles 
which eventually must be consistent-
ly implemented by all the Indonesian 
martial arts communities.
Based on the interpretation on the 
findings, there is a relevant relationship 
between values reflected in the symbols of 
PSHT and ideology  of ones in Indonesian 
Pancasila. The conformity between signs 
that represent the values  of the state ide-
ological analysis confirmed the Piercean 
Semiotic theory. According to Peirce, one 
of the forms of sign is a word, like the word 
Persaudaraan ‘fraternity or brotherhood’ in 
the logo of PSHT. While the object is so-
mething which is referred to the sign, for 
example  the picture of ‘perpendicular white 
lines ‘, conceptually represents the philoso-
phical meaning of ‘the citizens of PSHT’ that 
is to stand firmly on the truth and justice’. 
While interpretant is a sign which exists in 
someone’s mind about the object of referen-
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ce functioning as a sign For example, fair at-
titude is usually associated with the figure of 
a judge and so forth. Almost all of the PSHT 
logos can be interpreted according to their 
semiotic representamen and thus relevant-
ly affirm the ideological values of Pancasila. 
However, the symbol of bud, half bloom 
and bloom lotus refers to the meaning 
of steadiness and confidence which would 
seem difficult to find the relations of both 
connotative and denotative meanings, the-
refore, the semiotic meaning in this case 
requires further clarification from the mem-
bers of PSHT organization.  
These three elements of Peircean mo-
del of analysis interact in the minds of both 
PSHT supporters and the public in general 
who understand the science of sign, thus 
the philosophical meaning of such signs can 
be clear presented (Sobur 2004, p. 115). Ac-
cording to the data, all signs imply that the 
ideological role of institutions become an 
important instrument for the organization’s 
messages conveyed through images or sym-
bols in the PSHT logo. In general, the phi-
losophical meanings of PSHT logo can be 
simplified into some ideologies such as 
maintaining and confirming the national 
unity, encouraging nations to build a strong 
sense and spirit of the nationality and sol-
ving problems among the people united in a 
country and nationality.  
CONCLUSION
In general, this study is intended to provi-
de philosophical understanding toward the 
meanings on the logo of Pencak Silat Setia 
Hati Terate (PSHT). All the presented results 
were an attempt to elaborate the Peircean 
perspective on Semiotic analysis applied 
into an organizational logo. It can mainly 
be concluded that any sign cannot be inter-
preted and treated as an entity which con-
tains static meaning, but rather it should be 
defined in various ways according to some 
limits given by the users. The limitations of 
the signs reflected on the logo of PSHT are 
fully depending on the aims and ideologi-
cal messages underlying such martial arts 
organization. The results conclude that the 
logo of PSHT imply a concordance between 
the philosophy and ideology of organiza-
tion and the values of Pancasila treasured 
through Peircean semiotic perspectives The 
result showed that on the symbol of bud, 
half-bloom and bloom lotus whic refers 
to the philosophical meaning of ‘having sta-
bility and confidence in social skills, and not 
feeling awkward and inferior’,  it is difficult 
to find the connotative and denotative mea-
ning and thus requires further clarification 
from the public who is involved in PSHT 
organization. Identification of such sym-
bols indicates the active-enterprising of the 
instillation on the values of Pancasila, that 
is, uniting , maintaining and strengthening 
the unity of the nation and the moving spi-
rit of the nation in undertaking the national 
development, and solving the arising prob-
lems in the life of the nation.  
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martial arts school), Jakarta.  
2. H.Tarmadji, SE. (52 years old, General Chief of 
PSHT), Madiun.
Note:
(Endnotes)
1  Kejawen is not in the category of religion, 
but refers to an ethics and a style of life in-
spired by Javanist thinking. In this sense, one 
can be regarded as following this life paradigm 
if only they take reference of life beings from 
historical figures in wayang or kejawen.  
